MCH completed a study at the end of 2005 on the historic Fox Fullerton Theatre Complex that will soon result in a major renovation and restoration of the 1925 venue into a contemporary cinema and popular live show venue. The distinctly detailed, impressive mixed-use vaudeville / motion picture / retail /restaurant facility is the most dramatic example of an Italian Renaissance building in the city. It was Orange County’s first authentic movie palace, and the first to feature talking pictures. The Fox is one of only three courtyard theaters that Meyer and Holler constructed, and the only remaining theater erected by the firm outside of Hollywood. The historic Egyptian Theatre in Hollywood, CA, on which MCH also provided full-scope acoustical consulting services for its renovation was another of Meyer and Holler’s theaters. Renovation work is currently estimated at $13M to include seismic retrofits, new seating, interiors renovations an all new techical outfitting for lighting, rigging, audio and cinema.
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